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·Tuit_ion inc.rease maintains, doesn't improve·- services·
.

;__

By R. J. STEGMOYER
Edllor·ln·Chlef

On February 4;1977, Rev. Robert
W. Mulligan;. S.J., President, announced a tuition and fee increase
amounting to $125 per semester for
undergraduates effective September,
1977. As yet, no protests have been
voiced by the affected students, who
have probably accepted the increase·
as another of ' the ubiquitous increases in the cost of living. Furthermore, no student pressure gr'oups
complained
about
nonrepresentation of students, since
they probably realized the step taken
to include student representatives in
certain parts. of . Budget Review
Committee proceedings.
.
The Budget Review Committee
meets regularly throughout the first
semester to discuss anticipated costs,
including maintenance and faculty
salaries, versus projected income
from. both tuition and outside
sources. If costs cannot be adequate> ly met, the committee generally

more expensive. Brennan adds that and financial aid department.
recommends a tuition incr.ease. All
realize that overall operati'ng costs
decisions rendered by the committee · people providing repair services for · :The administrators must realize,
will probably increase every year,
maintaining the physical plant, in- however, that increased costs are unare subject to approval by the Board
and simply raising tuition to meet
cluding buildings and heating avoidalbe. when attempting. to inof Trustees. ·
these costs can be effective only to a
This year, as in the recent past, the .machinery. have all increased their itiate ilew programs designed· to
point. No provisions can be made to
committee has been making efforts . fees ... Keeping the computers and bolster enrollment, or increase stuimprove services if all energies are
devoted to' maintaining service. And,
to avoid deficit budgeting, rectifying even the Xerox machines in opera- dent awareness of the various financosts to income as closely as possi- tion costs more each year.
while the increases seem justifiably
cial aids available. Evidently, these
Library operating costs have also are areas that .should receive high · low on a year to year basis, the
ble.
cumulative effect over a five-to-ten
In light of information released by increased, while fulfilling the com- priority in budgeting considerations.
year period will be exorbitant.
Rev. FranCis Brennan, S.J., mitment to upgrade the periodicals
-Faculty and staf( salary raises, not
Acad~mic Vice-President; and has been hampered by the rising sub- to mention an increase in Blue Cross
If .this is to be prevented, and
and Blue Shield insurance rates for
Budget Review Committee member,
Xavier education is to improve, 6utemployes of the university also acnext year's tuition increase seems
side sources of revenue must be acjustifiable.
·
count for increased expenditures.
tively sought. Brennan agrees 'with
The University has· no legal
Finally, the university has had to
this conclusion yei cites .problems
obligation to provide justification scription rates of almost all journals bear the· unforseen expenses caused
with obtaining unrestricted funds to
for any tuition increase; however, . and magazines.
by the harsh winter gripping this part
be used for operating expenses. He
·being totally oblivious to requests . · .Overall pedestrian expenses such of the country. T~is includes fuel
added that Xavier regularly submits
for justificati9:n places a s.train on the as postage, telephone, and office costs, (which, according to Tom
proposals to funding foundations,
. credibility of the a_!lministrators supplies have also required increased Stadtmilier, business manager,
which tend to earmark their money
when one considers that nearly 65% budgeting._ Although Brennan noted amounted to S I 6,000 over the month
for specific uses.
of the total operating budget evolves a d-irective issued earlier last ·of January of last year) building
Realizing the importance of this
from student monies.
semester · asking various offices to damage caused by the ice, and over- · problem, the· News plans ·to inObviously, electricity, fuel, ·and curtail these costs, he also mentioneo . time salaries for management of the
vestigate in future issues the efforts
materials bought in connection with the need for such things as increased recent gas crisis.
being made by Xavier to solicit more
building maintenance are becoming postage budgets for. the admissions
unrestricted funds.
However, the university should
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Student. leade-rs meet, discuss
pa.st. act.i.viti~s,. f~:ture _QQ.al§._ ,_.,
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student-teacher evahiations, · and
Bernie Nacu, of the Xavier Inter. By R. J. ~TEGMOYER
student
representation
on
Budget.
national
Association explained that·
Edllor•ln·Chlef
Review Committee. However,
the· group was in a transitio_n period,
and has directed all their efforts to
O'Donoghue admitted that their
On Sunday, February 20, various
attempts at coordinating social
simply getting· people interested in
student groups met in an informal
the organization~ Nacu aiso stressed
session to discuss past activities a:nd ·programming did not meet expeclations, stating that "not all the
the fact that XIA is for both foreign
set forth future go;ils and directives.
standing chairpersons have come
and American students. The XIA
The meeting was organized by
through for us." One of
noted their Folk Feetival, which is in
Senator Jack Diamond.
the planning stages, and turned to
Those groups represented includ- .government's goals for this semester
was, according to o:Donoghue,
the other representatives for. advice
ed Student Government, X. U. News,
on publicity.
·
"reinitiation of informal studentCommuter Council, Financial
Mark Cardosi, president of the
faculty discussions."
· .
Board, Xavier International
Student Government Financial
Commuter Council, noted his
· · . Association, and the Social Comgroups efforts at revamping the enBoard Chairperson Thomas P.
. mittee. Each group recounted their
Callahan reiterated his groups desire
tire. organization of the commuter
activites and achievements of last
to stress accountability of funds
council; and cited difficulties in ensemester, p~oje~ted goals for this·
while not' becoming involved in
coi.Jraging commuters to attend camsemester, and aired grievances with
social programming: Subsequently,
pus activities . ·one major problem
any of the other groups present. The
Mr. Callahan was asked to clarify his
mentioned was competition with the
ultimate purpose of themeeting, acactivities of the Greater Cincinnati
cording to Diamond, was to set com- . dealings. with the Speakers Committee .. Callahan stated SGFB
area,. with which commuters are
mon goals and directives for the secrecommend $2500 be approved to · generally more familiar. The council
ond semester, while defining areas
fund Lou Gosset, provided he speaks
also explained their involvement
wnere tne groups cou10 work
with. social .committee,. calendar
· both at Xavier and the AASA bantogether more. effectively.
quet Friday, February . 25. This
committee,· and parking proposals.
Julie O'Donoghue, representing
agreement, according to Callahan, is
Diamond noted· Senate's. involve- .
Student Gover!_l.ment, stated many
ment with the calendar and parking,
.of government's earlier goals were · contingent upon AASA's promise to
cover ·Mr. Gosset's traveling exand stressed future cooperation. on
carried over from-.the Peterhans adany such ventures.
ministration. · These · included the
penses.

BU~s·revisesTheo

major,
discusses M·ed Tech program.
By DON l'ASSONE

policies· proposed to the group.·
A revision.of the course structure
Xavier's Board of Undergraduate for the Theology major was the cenStudies (BUGS)_ is an organization tnil issue discussed at the last meetprimarily c'Oncerned with the . ing of BUGS. Fr. Leo Klein, head of
academic needs and policies at the Theology department at Xavi.er,
Xavier. BUGS is led bv Rev. Joseoh had previously proposed the revisiol}
Angillela, Dean of Arts and Sciences, and noted ·several structural
and comprised of Xavier st1,1dents weaknesses in the 30 hour major.
and faculty members.
The new draft was presented, which
According to Fr. Angillela, BUGS included 36 · hours of Theology
plays two major roles; which, he courses - 27 of these specified, 9
says, !'serve to complement each elective -and 21 free elective hours.
other." The first is a creative one,· The members voted· unanimously in
centered around the encouraging of favor of the proposal.. .
· ·
undergraduate curriculum develop- · Still at the exposition level is the
ment and sensitive to student needs. critical revision of the · Medical
Secondly, the organization performs Technology program atXavie.r. Dr.,
a guardian role in· its evaluation of · Charles Cusick, Chairman of the
the ongoing process in academic af- Biology department, has cited a need
fairs at Xavier and estimation· of of an additional 8 hours of physics ·
News Sl1ff Wrller

courses for t'he Med Tech major,
based on .the requirements of most
medical schools. At die same time,
the discussed revision pointed to a
reduction in philosophy and
theology requirements for the student in Med Tech and possibly an
elimination of the foreign language
requirement. This proposal will be
more extensively discussed at the
next meeting; ·
.
Tony Maffia, Xavier student and
member of BUGS, expresses· confidence in the effectiveness-of the
organization and admiration for its
leader. "In BUGS, theopinionofthe
student is· readily projected and
listened to," he states. "Fr. Angillela
is getting things done, no matter how
long the process may be. He is very
interested in acco'mplishing."

SIIH Photo by !tiCk RAGU

Muskie's Steve Spivery taps In two at the Coliseum as XU goes down in
U.C., 77-68.
admirable defeat to nationally ranked
.
See article on p.5.
'

Where does Xavier Univ.
stand conc~rning Racism?

By JOYCE SCHREIBER
N. .ISiaHWrller

By ROYCE ANDERSON

Writers: You can win $100, $SO,' or $2S in cash and book prizes' for
best short story, humorous essay, or other short-pieces between 2SO
and 1000 words if you enter the Collegiate Creative Writing Contest
whose Deadline is May S, I 977. For rules and entry form, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to: International Publication, 4747
Fountain A,ve., Dept. C-3, Los Angeles, CA. 90029.
-

...

International Publications is sponsoring a National College Poetry
Contest for the Spring of 1977. It is open to all college and university
students desiring to have their poetry anthologized. Cash prizes from
$100 to $10 will go to the topS poems. Deadline for the contes~ is
March 31. For more information contact International Publication,
4747 Fountain Avenue, ·Dept. ACP, Los Angeles, Calif. 90029
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The I 977 summer session of the Grindstone School for Peace
Research, Education and Action will be held on Grindstone Island (SO
miles SW of Ottawa) from July 30 to August 19. The school offers
students, teachers and activists an intensive course on major soeial
justice issues with a special emphasis on working toward solutions
through academic research, public education and community organizing. For more information and application forms, write: Coordinator
A, Grindstone School, 562 Johnson St., Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
Space is limited and inquires should be made'as soon as possilbe.

-·..

-
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The Cincinnati Opera season extends from June 22 to July 30 with
performances on Wednesday and Saturday evenings at 8:00p.m~ The
1977 season includes Norma, The Barber of Stvil/e, Madame Butterfly, The Most Happy Fe/la, and La Traviata, in addition to Don
Giovanni starring Maralin Niska. The new opera in English Series
features special Friday evening performances of The Most Happy
Fe/la on July 22 and La Traviata on July 29. Call the Cincinnati Opera
for ticket information at 621-1919.

•••

•

(Washington, D.C.) While the recent cold wave. and natural gas
shortage caused shut downs at many factories, elementary and grade
schools, and some· commercial operations, most institutions of bigher
education managed to keep the persuit of knowledge in motion. A re- ·
cent survey, completed by the Association of Physical Plant Administrators of Universities and Colleses (APPA), shows that only
three colleges in the nine states hardest hit, were forced with "extended
closings." Even when entire buildings had to be shut down to conserve
fuel, classes were shifted elsewhere. More commonly, evening and
Saturday classes were reduced in number. or consolidated into fewer
buildings. Significantly, only one college had gone to a 4-day week,
while .many · :others. reported conservation measures designed
specifically to avoid the need to shorten the school week.
...

....

...

tion by the white students and facul-·
ty is a sign of hick of interest. Blacks
feel as though the whites just don't
care by their lack of participation in
the events.
It is with both anger and dismay
integrate themselves amongst that many ofthe ~lacks co-exist here
Whites. Black Awareness Week is to at Xavier. Most of the anger is from
make Whites aware of Blacks and previous years. In the past year the
needs here at Xavier and all over the African Liberation Flag has been
burnt and desecrated in some way.
United States.
Most of the activities were at- The only way the Association was
.tended by all Blacks. Approximately able to avoid having the flag
lO to 15 Whites part.icipated all destroyed was by taking it down at
week, including faculty and night and putting it back early the
students. The "Black/ White Inter- next day.
· Yet, if someone were to walk over
facing: For a better Xavier" was attended by a few members of the staff to a White student here at Xavier
and some students. Workshops such and ask them if there is a racial
as "Black Men in Ohio," "Pan- problem at Xavier University, they
answer,
"Racial
Africanism; Black Genocide," "The would.
Struggle Across the World". and problem ... there's no racial problem
"School Desegregation" were also here. You've gotto be crazy. "lfthere
is no racial problem at X.U.; how
poorly attended.
The Marathon Workshop was an would you explain the appreh!=nsion
extension ofthe "Black/ White Inter- of the Black students? According to
facing," to allow the people to better t~e Office of .Urban Aff~irs many
. explain the problems they have come · Blacks transfer from Xavier after the ·.
in contact with at Xavier. The only first year. This fact is not necessarily
people · who attended. were· Black, caused. by . Xavier's Academic
with the exception of two Graduate Curriculum.Granted, many students·. may
Assistants. We had been expecting
faculty members who had stated that honestly feel that there is no racial
problem at Xavier. But what do you
they ·were going to attend. ·
Many' Black students who attend · do when those who do see one refuse
Xavier feel that the lack ofparticipa- to respond? It's everyone's pr~blem.

NIWI SlaH Wrlltr

Did you know that St. Augustine
was a Black African?
Did you know that Cleopatra was a
Black African?
Did you know that Hannibal was
.Black?
If you didn't this is one of the
reasons -why there is a Black
Awareness Week.
Black Awareness Week was held
at· Xavier University during the week
of February J4-20.1t was sponsored
by the Afro-American Association.
The purpose of Black Awareness
Week was to bring a higher level of
understanding to the Xavier community; to show the white community that not all Blacks look alike. Not
all· Blacks are great athletes. Many
Blacks are intelligent. There are
great Black scientists, philosophers
and experts in other fields.
.,
It is said that Blacks have .bCeri
segregating themselves from the.
Whites. Most Blacks feel that before
they can make Whites realize that
. there is · a problem they must ·
separate, consolidate in order to re-

Tucker's, amendment head agenda

...................

men's restroom.
A new constitutional a~endment
Both Student Seriate and the Stu- changing by law 4, section 7 was
dent Government Financial Board . passed by_ a vote of 13.0.0.. Thii .
met Monday, February 21..
amendment would change the tranAt the senate meeting three items sition date for the new president, vice
president, and eight senators from
appear~ on the agenda: Tucker's, a
constitutional amendment, and stu- April 10 .to April I. Therefore, the ..
dent government reimbursement. spring elections are now· to be held
Mr. Jim Downey, the new Tucker'" · on.. March 17 and 18.
manaser, told senate that Tucker's
.The third item on the agenda was
should have more student involvement, referring to the student ac- , presented by .President O'Donoghue
tivities b.,.rd and other clubs and and vice-president Habash, concerorganizations sponsoring student ning reimbursement for the president, vice president, and social comevents.
mittee chairperson. This reimb'unement would be in terms offree room
Downey went on to sar that im-: and board. This proposal, however,
. provements on Tucker's IS ano~her: would have to be endorsed by Rev.
proble!D· Shamroc~ Food Servtces: Robert
Mullipn, S.J., Presiden~
has gtven , Tuckers only $50 for : of the University, and would take
records, wath most of the money .. effect ·when the new seriate adcoming from his staffs ..own· :: ministration· takes office.
pockets~" One idea proposed. would::
.
·.
·
·
funnel money through the activities ~- . DI&Cuuaon also e~ued . on the ·
board· to Tucker's. Furthermore, - dllem~.of the T.V. an the Hearth
Downey stated that he wants .. . room. It was noted that the decision
Tucker's to remain where it is but .to move the T.V. came from Rev.
realizing the noise- and t:affic Mulligan, S.J!Senator Diamo~ atproblem expressed hopes to install a so noted that a calendar change IS b!=By ED MURRAY

w.

Anyone interested in helping to plan Food Day '77 can call Michael
Brown at 745-3365 or come to the meetings which are held ·on ·
WednesdayA at 1:30 at the Pied Piper.
·

•••

Students for Christian ·Community (SCC) meet rqularly on
Thursdays at 8:00p.m. at the Pied Piper House for discussion and
prayer.

•••

Art DllplaJ, Univenity Center Lott.:
by,,aUday
.
.
Careen, Rep and Ohio Rm.,l-4:30
TA.III Mana....... Fac. Guest, 12-1
Debate SodltJ, Hinkle, 2:00

Art DllplaJ, Univenity Center
by, all day
Leadllllalp Lab, Armory, 8-12 p.m.
!'llle Matcll, Rifle Ranae, 10:00

Wratllna Matdl, X. U. va. Dayton,
X.U. Fieldhouse, 2:00 ..
·--:.
Women'• Bukedlall G01e, X.U. vs.
.Rio Grande, X.U~ Fieldhouse, 4:00
Homecomlna Dance, Conventicn
.Center, 9:00

The Xavier News Is the official student
newspaper of Xavier University. The articles, pictures, and format are the respon&ibility of the
editors and do not represent the v1ews of the administration, faculty, and student body of Xavier

~~~~r2r.,·;-r·~i·.-;.., r.~ ..... ~ .. ,r...--.··,-:·,-•~···. ···· · ., "'~ ·
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'

Motanporta Club Meellal, Breen

~il
Art DlaplaJ, Univenity Center Lobby, all day
.·
Bellanalne Pre-Sclllool Propam,
Regia, 10:3~12:30
tee· Skating Party 8:30-10:30 p.m.
Sponsored b~ Fresh'man class 1.00 rental&. skating fee with X.U. ID Cincinnati Gardens

unless specifically stated. All editorials reflect the
opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board and do
not necessarily represent the opinion of the student body, faculty, or administration of Xavier
University.
·
·
The Newl is published weekly during the school
year except during vaca.tion and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207. Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. The News
was entered as second class matter October 4,
1946, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879..
--

. ·...

~

...... '· ..... ··.-

ing favorably considered by the ad- i
ministration. This would enable
students to take their semester exams before Christmas.
The Student Government Financial Board also met last Monday to
discuss three items on their agenda.
Senator Karen Kr~ft reported that
the book buy-back realized a profit
of $220, a11d noted a total of $498
worth of books left over for future
sales.
Mr. Tom Walters, discussing his
film committee, requested $163 to
help cover the cost of four films from
Films Inc. He also made an additional requelit for SSOO that would
be used to order a major film such as
Barry Lyndon. The request· was
tabled until more specif~<; infoi'mation ii gained.
In other board action, Pew
Murphy . was appointed Business
Manager for Social Committee and
David Bassinger of the Commuter
Council stated that four more
newsletters would be published this
~mester.

Art DllplaJ, Univen.ity Center Lobby, aU day

TA JD M.......... Fac.pest; 12-1
Lou GOIIItb. to Speak in Theatre at
2:00
.
Tucken Annlv.urJ Nl... 9:00

Lodae Garaae. 4:00

ACCOIIIItlaa Sodlty, ReP, 7-9

Men's B.B. Wheelina Rescheduled date
8 p.m. FH

Letters submitted to the Newl for publication
must carry signature and address of writer.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any
tetter aod·iimit frequent writers.
Main offices, first floor, University Cen,ter
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 745·
3561. ,..avertising telephone: (5 13)745-343 L
Editor-in·Ch1ef _..... ,., .. Robart J. Stegmoyer
Managing Editor ... , , ."...... Shannon M. Flynn
Moderator .. , .. , ..... , ..... , ...... ,. John Gotz
Business Manager . , , , .•. , . .-......• Jack Jeffre

Associate Editors ...... , .' ••• , .. ,. Peg Connelly
Lisa M. Maechllng
Arts Editor ..... , ......... ,.,,., ... Anita Buck
Sports Editor , ....... , .. , , ... , .. Teri Kraemer
Copy Ed_ltor .. - ....... _.,, .... ,., Julie Waddell
Contributing Editor , . _... _, ..... , Sue Stevena!
Photo Editor ..................... Rick Beagle
Producllon Manager .. _... _. Helen LaJuenesse
Columnists ..... _.... ,, ... , ..... Michael Vi Iaboy
Ray Lebowski
Circulation Manager .... , .......... John Vetter
Staff: Barb Barrett, Roger Rosenthal, Jim Donlin,

Ron Harper, George Beazy, John Bohlen, Mike
Brown, Steve Cummings, Jack Diamond, Gl~>nn
Feltz, Bob Fries, Ginny Gelczis, Greg Goolsby,
Vicky Greiner, Jenny Hones, Christine Kamp,
Ellen Kellogg, Deanne Kendrick, Mary Knoedler,
Joan Kohorst, Conrad Kalis, Ray Lebowski, Rich
Lechleiter, Bob Lynch, Cathy Lynch, Phil Maechl- ·
lng, Marla Malandra, Tom McCluskey, Chris
Menke, Mark Molloy, Beth Muenks, Nejdal Malia,
Jim Neilson, Margo Nobis, Marcia Plescia, Marth
Rice, Jerry Sullivan, Don Tassone, Jan Thopson,
Kris Walen, Bob Wilking, Royce'Anderson.
Xavier Newa
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Playhouse gives powerful portrayal ·of Red Ryder·
One Sunday toward the end ot' the event, some object or person, which can't imagine a better' performance
1960's. an explosive young man will alter their lives. They neither than Broadhurst's. Teddy's moods
stalks into a respectable, deadly-dull dream nor realize the death of the change in rapid and drastic succesdiner in southern New Mexico. .dream, ·but fantasize pedestrianly, sion, each time dominating and inGoaded by the triteness and ineffec- never taking active hold of their' · itiating the action. His humor is
tuality of the cafe and it_s occup!lnts, lives.
simultaneously vicious and genuinehe proceeds to · hold everyone
It is the· terrorizing Teddy who is ly funny, albeit wincingly. This is an
hostage, partly by violence but most- cognizant of this dearth. He per- important interpretation, adding
ly by the force of his personality.
sonifies this awful knowledge of the tension and depth to ·Teddy's
The play is Mark Medofrs When '60's, along with the frustration and character: we are horrified by, but
You Comin' Back, Red Ryder?, the violence of the decade; he expresses attracted to him.·
Teddy is backed by less speccurrent production at Playhouse in himself through aggression. During
the Park, and an excellent one all the course oftheday, he joshes dark- tacular, but no. less subtly-drawn
around. Ryder itself is a startling and ly with the cafe's inhabitants, characters. Mia Dillon is thoroughly
incisive play, with fascinatingly humiliating and brutalizing them, endearing as the pudgy, goodhearted
developed characiers; the Playhouse exposing as sham the little triumphs waitress Angel. She captures penect·
version pretty fully exploits Ryder's of their lives. Desperately, even as ly every nuance of voice and·attitude
of the simple girl. RaynorScheineas
Mark .Medoff. author of addition, seve,ral of his newlyStephen Ryder (whose nickname
Playhouse in the Park's current written plays such as The
"Red" .. nicely motivates Teddy's
offering, When You Comin' Back, Halloween Bandit and The
launching of the main theme), the
slick-haired, sullen throwback to the
Red Ryde-r?, visited Cincinnati to Fire keeper are being produced in
~ee the Playhouse's production and
St. Louis, Rhode Island, and New
SO's, likewise masters twang and
to discuss the play.
.
York.
·
posture; he is the picture of resentful
Clarisse (Karen Shalla). a concert violinist, is threatened by Teddy
. Medoff belongs to a new breed
. As a playwright, Medoff is parfrustration. Karen Shallo as Clarisse
(Kent
Broadhurst), in the Playhouse production·ofWhen You Com in'
of American playwrights who have ticularly upset with the conditions
has a quiet depth which finally
been described by Newsweek ·imposed on writers today. ~'.The
erupts· furiously; she has the most - Back, Red Ryder?
magazine as "sensitive celli of the nature of theatre discourages pJ.aypotential of the group and Teddy
body politi£', registering tlie shocks · wrights," he said. Because
concentrates most upon moving her, her integrity over her'· husband's authentically tacky look; their exthat body is heir t~. "A profess~r of Broadway producers will .. ·not
succeeding as she eventually asserts domination. Duncan Hoxworth's as treme realism is perfectly in accord
Clarisse's husband Richard is as dis- with the sometimes shockinglyEnglish at New Mexico Stare U.n· jina~ce anything, but a guaran~eed
· likeable as the character should be: lifelike action onstage. Director
iversity, Medoff.wrote Red Ryder success there are few places where
boomingly, shallowly jovial, super- Robert Brewerdeservescreditforinin reaction to the politics and peo· new plays will be produced. "You
. ficially self-confident, mercenary, he terpreting Ryder as well as he has,
pie of the 1960's. "The 60's," he can't demand a commercial hit
draws his worth from his pretty, ac- and for assembling such a fine cast.·
said, "was a time when student without some flops," he said. Uncomplished wife, his Cadillac and his Blocking is a litde awkward at times, ·
radicals· were more vocal." A less a university or the government
trade in "textiles."
but_ that's a comparatively minor
_cynical, .idealistic youth thought will commission the writing of a
Sharon Goldman does about as point. This is still a magnificent
they could change things through play. the w;iter is never sure if his
much as she can with the poorly- . production of an important and notintelligence and protest. "The plays will be produced.
·
written character Cheryl, Teddy's well-known contemporary play; it
However, this ha,sn't. stopped
difference in college students today
companion; she is onstage nearly deserves to· be seen. It will run
is that they accept more," he stated. Medoff thus far: "I have to write."
constantly with little to say or do. - through March 13.
Medoff is currently working on His advice for aspiring -playHMMN MOTOR8, INC•.
Patrick McCullough completely
-Anita Buck
the screenplay for Red Ryder, wrights is, "Ifyou don'tfeel a need
S81S MONTOOMKIW ROAD
misinterprets Lyle, who ought to be
which will star Marjoe Gortner. In to write. don't do it."
CINCINNATI, OHIO ......
a, slimy,:: bootlicking sort; McStudent Riuh· tickets will be
•a1-e1100
-Jo ce Schreiber
.•
Cullough instead portrays Lyle as a · availablefor WHEN YOU COM-,
.
.
kindly old gentleman (the director
potentia[ ·Teddy browbeats the · other ..
IN' BACK, RED RYDER?, as for
should have remedied this).. Luke
·When You Comin' lltlck, Red characters, he attempts to catalyze
all performances at the Playhouse.
10% OFF
. Sickle as Clark is delightfully obRyder? is about the death of the them into some response as truly
Any student with a valid ID who
on· all service and parts to
noxious . the three brief times he's· arrives 15 minutes before the per~
American hero, and worse: the dis- powerful as he. None are capable of ·
students and faculty
onstage.•.
covery, upon growing up, that the that, yet some· characters do make··-'
formances begins can pay $3 for
Karl- Eigsti's sets and Annie
concept of ihe hero is inadequate for profound chapges in their lives as a •- - with identification cards.
any ticket available at that time.
Peacock Warner's costumes have an
. the modern world. No Red Ryder result of the ordeal. Others, lhe most will come swooping over the horizon despicable, gloatingly hightail to the ··
to rescue the helpless; the helpless- sheriff_ after Teddy departs: the···
must either save themselves or system seeks. revenge .upon··.become resigned to perpetual vic- renegades.
·
.,
timization. Mos~ people choose the
The hyperkinetic Teddy is"
.
.
.
.
latter course; caught· by cir- superbly, exhaustingly acted by' ..
cumstance, they assign a ·sort of Kent Broadhurst. It is.a substantial··
pse~do-herois~ to some future · and consequently demanding role; 1· ··
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WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMOND EXPERTISE
-WE'RE COMPLETELY COMMITrED
We make it our buaineaa to know our diamonda. ·
And that'• good business. We select eve-ry
diamond with extreme care. Check each atone
for quality of cut, clarity and color. And we'il
gladly share our. diamond knowledge with you.
Show you how to select the moat beautiful
diamond your money can buy.
SPECIAL
STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

'I• Carat Diamond .....••..

195
Y2 Carat Diamond.· ... ; .... -295
1 Carat Diamond .... -. .... 41J5

DISCOUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS

605 Race Street
Cincinnati, Ohio-

tel: 621-0704
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Wrestlers prepare· for finale; ·pres$ured by forfeits
necessary men to fill out the team.
will exclude yesterdays match) and dance.; around to catch his opponent wrestled Dayton·~ 134-pounder
because.theydidn't ~ave a 126, and
At six points a weight class, the Carpenter's ultimate goal is to inake off guard, before initiating a··move.
·Junior, Pat Mogaver, carries an won by the score of 12-2.
The wrestling team reveals mixed eighteen-point forfeit will be a the Olympic Team, but before that
· . emotions concerning- the Dayton deciding factor in the outcome of the he says, "I'd like to be· NCAA 11-8 record with no pins, and aspires
Heavyweight ~I Owens should
match as they prepare to face them match, as well as adding pressure on Champ because th~ olympic stars are to be .first in his 126- pound class in also be a yictor Saturday, because
post season tournaments; For now,
this Saturday in the fieldhouse, but the remaining members of the team. usually NCAA Champs."
his toughest competitor came from
Carpenter (142), is an exciting however, Mogavero will settle for Cleveland State. Owens, in his
also look forward to post season
In oider to even tie the score, three
tournaments. ·
·
men have to win, and Dexter wrestler to watch because of his another victory against Dayton. At freshman year, remembers the
Dexter Carpenter, Pat Mogavero, Carpenter," Pat Mogavero, and AI aggresiveness on the mat as he the beginning of the season he
. w;esllers to page_ 8
AI Owens, Jim Janning, Jeff . Owens are sure to give Xavier the
· McGrath, Jim Schulien, and Ken points they need, for this final match
Bowman will be on the mats to com- of the season.
Carpenter is a twenty-two year old
pete against Dayton, in seven of the
ten weight classifications for Xavier. freshman, just out of the Navy where
The other three classes will he wrestled in such countries as
certain motivation in vour head that heavyweight and former Most
automatically be forfeited, much to Spain, Italy, Greece and. France.
By TERI KRAEMER
tells you. you like it, it's fun~"
Sportl Editor
Valuable Wrestler, in Finneytown
the _chagrin ·of Coach Jim Bergman, This All Navy Champ has a 17-2
McGrath
says
that
it
keeps
him
~in .. and Indian Hill.
because Xavier still lacks the record with 4 pins, (all records listed
Why does an athlete pursue an unMogavero started wrestling in his
known sport like wrestling,· and not · shape, because it's a discipline thing.
It's
JErueling,
hard,
and
it
pays
off."
junior
year ofhigh school when the
the well-known contests of baseball,
Mogavero simply states that he captain of the Roger Bacon team
football or basketball?
The coach, and former X.U, likes "the competition and com: bluntly told him he was going out for
wrestler, Jim Bergman describes peting on an. individual basis. You the .team. In· that first year,
BASKETBALL
Moga~ero remembers, "I didn't
Feb. 26 (Sat.)
wrestling as a "discipline which . have to do it yourself." ··
University of Detroit
Away
The other t\_VO athletes agreed with kno'! a thing about it, but I enjoyed
Feb. 28 (Mon.)
Wheeling College •
HOME(8:00)
prepares you for later life," because
Mar. 2 (Wed.)
Cleveland State University
. HOME (8:00)
of the decisions a wrestler must face . Mogavero, that wrestling a~tracted working out with the team."
McGrath attended St. Xavier and
while battling his opponent. While them beCause of the one-on-one conWOMEN'S BASKETBALL
and
your
opponent
.
flict
between
you
wrestled
for three years because,·
one man initiates a move, the other
Feb. 28 (Mon.)
Edgecliff
HOM£(7:00)
(of equal. weight), and the team sup- "The coach went out to the schools
must
counter-act
with
his
· Mar, 3-5 (Thur.-Sat.)
State Tourney
Away
aggressiveness and knowledge of the port derived from an individual-vic- to get wrestlers," and stays with it
tory.
. .
·
because "It's . rewarding. when you
different holds and positions.
RIFLE TEAM
is
a
team
all,.
football
"After·
and you're as good as you make
win,
to
But
still,
what
attracts
someone
Feb. 27 (Sat.)
Ohio State
Away
apost/' continued Owens, "but' if it." .
wrestling?
Whet.h,er or not wrestling
WRESTLING
When questioned, wrestlers AI someone is injured he cim be replacFeb. 26 (Sat.)
Dayton
HOME(2:00)
Owens, Jeff McGrath, and Pat ed. In wrestling you have to rely on appealed to ·them in the beginning,
these three men are dedicated
Mogavero explained what ·drew you, a:nd .have faith in yourself."
*Fan holding tickets for the originally scheduled game, should use them for this
As a student at Norwood High wrestlers because they are able to ex- ,1,
them
to
this
sport.
re-scheduled date.
School, Owens was to.o big for eel on an individual· basis and.team
Owens expresses that, "There is
basketball and just a football fan, basis. Each victory scores points for
and "well, wrestling came 'to my ad- · the team, artd is in a sense they wresvantage," stated thesix foot 246 lb. .tie for themselves as well as the team.
By TERI KRAEMER
Spilrte Editor

Why Wrestling? Individuality, discipline:

What's Happeni_ng in Sports

a

CONSIDER THE POWER
OF SERVICE
Education
Counseling ·
Campus Min!stry
Urban. Centers
Community sdrvice

Ask about.The Sisters.of
Notre Dame de Namur
Sister Mary Ellen Dow, S.N.D.
1935 Madison Road ·
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
. ·<s 13) 96lo6649 .

OFFICER AIR

Place
Date

RIVERFRONT COLISEUM
FEB 27 Time 8:00-P.M.

All Bruce Springsteen's albums are
available on Columbia Records and Tapes.

AVAILABLE AT SWALLEN'S

····''"'"""-

Fly Marine.
:IJ;
We're lookii.g fora few good men.

884~2845

COLLECT (513)
.
Call US· orFederal
' " Captain B.E. Blankenahlp
Office Bldg.
·

.,.....

550 Main St. Cincinnati

B-:balt,,.)ose to uc 77-68, deteat st.'rtou;s··s7~5f!~,
..

.

'

By NON HARPER
Newl lporll w11ter

A psyched Muskie basketball
. team, backed by a screaming section
of fired up fans, went down to defeat
in the intra-city battle witl:t Clncinnati 77- 68 last Wednesday.
· - Beer parties starting as early as
2:00 Wednesday afternoon primed
the X.U. fans before they entered the
Coliseuin. "Beer and basketball is a
wonderful combination;" says senior
AI.Futcher. Most ·xavier fans wait
all yearforthe U.C. -X.aviercoritest.
The Muskies gave the Bearcats all
they could handle in the first half.
Playing the bast they have all year,

.

.

'

X.U. went intothelockerroomtrailing by 3 pofnts:
Tony Hubbard said, "We had to
play 'em tough. My job was to keep
Miller from scoring an outrageous
amount of points. He didn't scare
me one bit; to me he's just another
ballplayer."
In the second half two costly turnovers put the lOth ranked Bearcats
on top_ for the rest of the evening;
Cincinnati never showed the style
that has earned .its national ranking.
Senior guard Garry Whitfield took
"his -game" to the· highly favored
· 'Cats with his 21- point effort. "I had
- to show them I wasn't a bug. I took

•

·like to assist instead of shoot. I don't
enjoy shooting or gunning.the ball."
Could she be a Dr. Julius Erving Kevin added, "I guess I'm tense when
of women's basketball here on the · .I do shoot."
One must wonder though, how
Xavier campus? This "she" is Kevin
·Maloney, who's currently lea~ing she could be leading the team in
the women roundballers in scoring. · points per game if she doesn't like to
Kevin is averaging 16 points per shoot. I don't think Dr. J. could even
contest for the women ·of Coach do that.
_ _ As for women's basketball when
Laurie Massa.
.
You ask, How did a girl get started compared to men's, Kevin comin a "boy's" game? Well, for Kevin, men ted, "There should be a future in ·
she started in 6th grade because her women's roundball if there isn't.
·
sisters played. She added, "I was ~lready."
The- question of scholarships beathletically inclined to play any sport
ing given to women was also raised,
- that came along."
Ms. Maloney was very modest "I'd like to say· yes, but I don't think
about· her strengths in the game. "I so. -The women work as hard, but
.

~ 8porll

Writer

·their physical structure isn't capable
of comparing to the men or playing
with them."
Does Kevin get any advice .from
the men? "I'm open always to any
person that has knowledge in the
game, and the men on our school
team are knowledgable."
Being a sophomore, Kevin has
two more years in college, but w!tat
will she do after she graduates? "I'll
have to stay in athletics in some way.
1 can~t see myself abandoning
basketball all together,· so I'll
probably stay with it after college."
All this reporter has to say is,·
Watch out Dr. J., because this girl
from Louisville is coming on.

-Army ROTC offers.c.ollege sophomores the opportunity to earn an officer's
commission in two years.
· ·
·
·It starts with six weeks of training at Fort Knox, Ky., .this summer. With
pay (over $500)..
.
-.
·
··
You'UlE~arn what it takes to be· a soldier - to have your ·body toughened,
your confidence developed.
Do well and you can qualify for Army ROTC courses in the fall. Do exceptionally well, and you may be heading back to college with a full-tuition scholarship.
.
.
-, Then, for the next two years, while you're earning your chosen degree, you'll
also prepare for a .responsible leadership position as an officer in the active
Army or Reserves.
··
Apply by' Aprill;

ARMYRO'i'C. ·_·
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.:

Thu,.der.-Februlry 24,.1177

With 9 s~conds left in the S!lme, the
Billikens' last shot was blocked by
Dave. Payton to assure X.U. the victory.
·
Payton had this to say about his
heroic efforts, "I was going to draw
the charge, but he might have dished
the ball off to my man. I thought
they were going to call goal tending,
but I had to go for it, or it would have
dropped in the hole."
The Muskies still have a chance to
finish with a .500 season with wins in
the rest of their games.

THE VERONA FATHERS

. _. ~tepupto
·a second career
·this· summer.

To arrange an interview appointment, contact:

.

-

The scoring in the second half
picked up, and the Muskies staged
their comeback. Dale Haarman hit
•••••••••••••••
Last Saturday Xavier finally the first of a one-and-one to tie the
game at 47. The contest became a
broke its eight-game losing streak.
In a game of show-and-tell, see-saw battle and appeared to be
neither the St. Louis Billikens nor another loss with the Billikens
leading 56-55 with 33 seconds to go
the ·xavier Musketeers had anything
and St. Louis' ball.
to show.
Sophomore forward Dave Payton
After 14 minutes of the first half,
the Muskies trailed St. Louis 214. entered the game and deflected the
Both teams were unable to get the lid in-bounds pass, while Garry Whitfield grabbed the ball and laid it in to
off the basket.
· Poor shooting percentages com- · put the Muskies ahead_57-56.
bined with numerous turnovers
made this game a Ringling Circull
speclacle.
my game to them and shot my
jumper," said tlie smiling Whitfield.

Kevin Maloney, XU's ·own Dr. J
By ROGER ROSENTHAL

.

.
.
Captain .Adrian· Schleu;
Xavier .Unlve-,.lty ·
Telephone 745•3848

. A Religious Society
For the Foreip Missions
2104 St. Mi~hael St./ Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176
We all know how to make love,- but have you ever loved as a
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as
a missionary? A Verona· Father? ·
For further information write:

Fr. Ken
2104 St. Michael St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204
1-513-921-1176

MEMORY/SQUARE ROOT CALCULATOR
• Rechargeable capability.
:
• B·digit capacity.
• Direct access memory.
• Chain multiplication & division.
• %-key/add-on & discount calculation.
• Square root calculation.
.e Constant multiplication & division.
• Convenient clear entry function.
• · Powe;: Two (21 penlight batteries included.
• AC adapter/charger & Ni-Cad rechargeable batteries
optionat
• Size: 13/16" x 3" x 5-1/8"

5% DISCOUNT OFF REGULAR
PRICE OF $20~95
SEE THE EL-8116
AT THE

BOOK STORE
UNIVERSITY .CENTER
P~t~S

Editors
3
. ROBERT J. STE~M.OY;E\l\" ·:\, :: ··--· SHANNON M. FLYNN.
· '' · . ··'
LISA MAECHLING
ANITA BUCK
PEG CONNELLY
XAVIER UNIVERSITY CINCINNATI. OHIO
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 24, 1977
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Student meeting brings to light lack of interaction
.

!

.

.

At the request of student senator Jack Diamond, representatiyes of
various campus orpnizations met Sunday. Participants were: President and Vice-president of Student Government, six of J6 student
~nators, Editor and ManaJina Editor of the Xavier News, heads of
the Film committee-, Financial Board, Social commit~ee, International· Association, Com~uter Council and Paul Peterhans
representina Student Development. Leaders of different student
aroups do not aenerally aet toaether • in a formal manner. Various
aroups could pool resources and know how, the fact is, they haven't.
In some instances, heads of aroups didn't even know one another.

.

aovemment President and vice-President have received little attention from tlie News; The Commuter Council could benefit by workina more. closely with Senate. on issues like the parking proposal.
S9cial Committee could boost commutter attendance at activities by
consultina Commuter-Council for ideas. ·

One victim of this lack of intera9tion has been the little heard from
Xavier International Association. Glenn Suntay, president of XIA,
has been struglina to keep his orpnization in existence. He was uli.;;
aware of the resources available to him throuah other student aroups..
This has not always been the case at Xavier. In recent years the He proposed that XIA hold a folk festival. Without the aide of Finan.;.
students who've held office, run the News, orpnized social activities cial Board, Social.Committee,. and the ·xavier News such ven:..
were often close friends. Many lived in such famous hot beds of con· ture is inconceivable; Now that Suntay has communicated ·his
troversy as Breen Lodae, Pied Piper and first floor Kuhlman. These oraanizati~n's aoal ,h~ shoul~ receive· the money, publicity~ arid
.
· . .
· ·.
were the days of the ianominious "so-called-power-elite". Some in- . proaramm1na he requ1res. .
famy accompanied the label"power elitist", however, as I remember
it, obvious advantaaes aenerated from a core of student activists
XIA is only one example of a aroup suffering because it. was' u~
livina and workina toaether. Namely, they were at the very ·least,
aw,a~~ of the channels availabJ~ for support;: Each orpnizatio.D preaware of each other.
senk ~u~day expressed tw~ needs:-- >fint, · support from other
Thifyear the members of student orpnizationi representcliVerse or:pniZBtlons; second, consistent support from Xavier students. To
sectors'qUhe student community. This is theoretically aood~ 'ifthey. combat t~ese difficUlties the students aareed. to orpnize student
had con.solidated to work toaether. The problem thus far has ~n the le,ilder intem~hip proarams beairin.i~l !niinedia~~ly to intearate un.;
impre•sion that aovemment, the News, and various com~ittees d~rctas_s~en mt<! t~e syst~m tb!~ WI~ Jh,herit. 1~, ,is self-defeatina to
operate in a vacuum. The aroupa perform their individual functions procrastmate unif)'lna until a cns1s ansei~ It is already late in the year
without communicatina their aoals to each other. Hence, a treadmill, · for present leaders to correct this year's weaknesses. In future issues
with a lot of enerJY beina spent but nothina really beina achi~ved. .t~e News will further examine this concept of internships and its practice.

a

(jVirlon

The effect this lack 'of communication has caused is the breakdown
of interaction and support amona these aroups. Senate and student
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,.":·::it can be said that Tuckers grca.tly general student use _on Saturdays
.
.
resembled a beer hall, the resultmg and Sundays for four hours in the
In the last II:SIII! of the News (February 11)a letter by Sen11tor •· ·· honors took their constant toll on afternoon, due to the e~ergy situaJack Diamond expressing concern over the release ofthe youth
the Brock. For the future it has been tion. These hours are limited at best.
allegedly molesting Xavier women was printed. The News ..~ ··said that you can-take the .Mother This weekend, gym hours were
learned later that week, that Bu:siness Mam~ger Tom Stadt- · '· out of Tuckers but you _can't take cancelled completely, due to:-the
miller expressed concern over the youth's release and contacted' ·· Tuckers · ·out ···or ..the .. Mother; basketball same on Saturday .a~d
Xavier security to clarify the situation. According 10 Stadt·
translated, this means that no matter the OKI Drill Team comPf)tition, .
miller, security informed him that 10 their knowledge the youth .
what efforts are made to change sponsored by .Xavier Band, on Sunwas still incarcerated. As ofpress time, the News was un11ble to
Tuckers iinage, there will always be · day.· The. most ir~nic. as~t. that
contact theyouth'sprobation o"'icer to "urther clart~y the situ.a·
some people who cal)'t. control, arose from the entire s1tuat1o~ ~~
'JJ ''
J'
!IJ
themselves after having a little brew. that .because of our strong d~~re to
tion. The News regrets~ any mi:sunderstanding and concern
My point is that it isn't fair to have play .basketb~ll.we ":ent to t.~~Uncaused by Mr. Diamond's letttr, and ihefailure to check the
this drunken behavior in- 1Vers1ty of Cmcmnat1 to try to play
facts.
·
stitutionalized in Broc~D1an, only. to find that. ou~ ~wn Xavi~r
through Tuckers. · The people· in Vars1ty team was pract1cmg a~ U.C. s .
.·.
.
.
· .Tavern is open, the south side gets . · BrOckman need all the help and dis- fieldhouse. Why should th1s have
.
.
the full impact of every disco-vibe .ciplinetheycanfind. Puttingadisco evercomeabout?,Wehavenogrudge
right through their windows. Thi~ is bar'iri. their midst isn't exactly con- with, the basketball game on·Satur.·
· ·. •
• . · :. .. .
no.s~Uannoyanceto.anyonetrymg ducive to study, cleanlin~ss, and day but we can't unde~tand why a
to c.oncentrate on the b~oks. In fact, peace. We get more destruction, group of high school dnll teams ~d .
:
·· •
. durmg warm weather 1t's a tad-the · theft, trash, spilt beer, screams, priority for the use of Schm1dt
ot.her. si~e of impossibl.e .to study flooding and puke. than any other Fieldhouse over .the students .or
w1th a wmdow open. Th1s 1s not ex- dorm.
Xavier. We realize . that Xav1er:
·
actly the prime study-learning enThe idea of a gathering place, like probably received money for the use
There are discussions, ongoing or vironment needed by struggling a bar, on campus is a reasonable and· . of the field house, ,but we, too, as sturecently concluded,. concerning the freshmen.
essential pa~ of Xavier social· life. del)ts pay for the us~ of the fieldhouse
future of Mother Tucker's Tavern.
The presence of Tuckers in the There must be some sort of a bar on through our activities fee. We esThe Tavern is obviously a part of dorm, any dorm, creates a great deal campus, but·why in Brockman? How pecially cannot understand why .the
Brockman Hall and so .everything of unnecessary traffic up and down about the grills, games room, or fieldhouse was.not.opened to retm·
that happens affects the Brock in the stairwells and corridors. These Schott - anywhere but Brockman! burse the students for the time lost
some way, usually negatively. Since nomads are often well-lubricated
Frank X. Bujold due to the aforementioned activities.
these groups have been centering and boisterous. Yells echo endlessly
. .
We realize that the Sports Complex
their discussions around Tuckers, in the stairwell, doors are slammed,
·will be 'opening soon, but well after
Brockman should therefore be a and people run aimlessly about the
anticipated deadlines. We feel that
prime consideration. Unfortunately, halls. The majority of the inebriated
these incidents and others like it in
no input has been solicited from do-not even live in Brockman, but
the past 11hpw· the. apathy of the
Brock. It's not that we are ungrateful rather, ,become a little disoriented
.Xavier Administration toward stufor having people determine our and decide to mount· a search for
dent useofathleticfacilit.es. Student
destiny for us, but I thought it might their long lost friends.
athletic activities .are an important.
be unique for you to have our point
Tuckers creates an atmosphere
Hello, come in, Xavier University aspect here at· Xavier, and we feel
·
of view.
which is decimating the pride we are Administration. These are your that they should be treated justly.
The main problems revolve trying to build in Brockman. I am- students speaking: Point I, $105 in- Please help usremedythissituation.
around noise, traffic, and at- quite serious, for far too long the crease in tuition next semester. Point .
Tim Grell '80
mosphere. The south. wings of Brock has been the subject of both 2, gym facilities are off-limits for orGrea Wych '80
Brockma~ Hall, composed primari- ridicule and pity. These reactions,
dinary students' use.
.
Jim. Vorwald '80
ly of freshmen, take the brunt of while very possibly justified in the
Absurd as it may so.und, it js the
Iiiii Uranhar '80 ·
Tucker's abuse. Every night that the PllSt, are no longer valued. Of the past truth. The field house is only open for
John Pu.~n ·~o,
LUI
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Tucker's negatively
affectJng reStdentS
of Brockman Hall .

Students angered
OVer fieJdhOUSe
SCheduling
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Theology ((}apartment offers
-t~am taught. course on prisons
of an old man and woman. He was
questioned and booked. Three psychiatrists were assigned to examine
"Human Rights and American him for his fitness to stand trial. Only
Prisons" TH 311 is a one credit-hour. two psychiatrists actually examined
course being offered through the him. After three months of inTheology department this semester. ·carceration Williams was granted a
Rev. John Civille and senior Paul "sanity hearing" after which, he was
"Petie" Peterhans team-teach the ex- sent to Lima State Hospital.
perimental study. A showing of the
Twice, doctors at Lima State
film "Attica" opened the semester agreed Williams' could stand trial.
Saturday, February 19.
Twice, the court sent him back to
The investigation into prisons and Lima without considering the docthe Criminal Justice System is of tors' report. In January of this year,
special interest to Peterhans. He ex- doctors once again okayed Williams
plains that the impetus for this for trial, but on the advice of his
course originates from his friendship. social worker, the trial was again
with a young man, George Williams, postponed. George Will~ams has
21, who is presently incarcerated in been incarcerated for a year now
Lima State Hospital for the without a trial.
·
criminally insane.
Peterhans was present a~ the saniPeterhans met George Williams ty hearing and has kept up contact ·
on a retreat at' Milford in the fall of with Williams thn~ughout his
1975, and gave him a ride home.
ordeal. Peterhans explains_ that it is
On another occasion, Peterhans the .impact of this personal involvefound Williams wandering around ment with the criminal justice system
which sparked his interest in the sub.
.
lid Pllolo 11r IIICK IIAU . the Xavier campus and bought him
ject. He · began reading ·and
.
.; .
.. ' : :•1' .
.
.
·.· . . lunch: He learned that Williams had
Paul Pt~terhans, co-teaching Th. 311 "Human Rights and Amerlc-n. been·· iri Longview State Hospital resear~hing extensively. This course
is the result of his experience.
Prisons·~ explains · th-, Impetus· for the course evolved from his repeatedly for treatment.
In Februacy of '76 WiUiams was . "How can I be free if there are peofriendship with George Williams, a murder suspect Incarcerated In
picked up as !l suspect for the murder ple locked up?" Peterhans questions.
Lima State Hospital. ·
· '
·
By SHANNON FLYNN
M•n•glng Editor

·

He explains his purpose for offering
the course is to "understand these.
oppressive structures and communicate this fact, without judging
it. My first objective is to communkate the fact and open it up as
an area of investigation for others.
To transform a problem you must
understand it firsr."
He continues, "Prisons by nature
conform to ano~ymity. They have
two purposes, first to keep people in;
second· to keep people on the outside, out. Prisons affect us, the people on the outside as well as those
· confined. They do not rehabilitate.
You can not transform an individual
by punishment. Prisons destroy
human values."
·
Through the use of texts and
speakers the course will delve into
these aspects of our prison system.
Students will examine the fact that
· the majority of people incarcerated
belong to one sector of society-the
poor, the unemployed, the uneducated, the young, the Black.
Alternatives to incarceration will be
explored. Students will also consider
the duties and responsibilities they
have as Christians regarding charity
and social justice in this matter.

West supplies ad.ventu·re for two Xavier students
long, and when we got out-we both desperately looking for out-of-state hosts, Greg and Rick, having us "good stUff," we finally lassoed a
made a silent prayer for lonpr rides. license plates on incoming cars. In nothing better to do that evening, ride with Bob Weber, an old rancher
..... a.........
The hassle of pttilig in and out was desperation we begged the atten- had impulsively decided that the 100 headed for Nevada to pick up horses.
dants to use their CB to Oag down mile trip was better than doing Bob was a completely normal cowThere we· were, the two of us, all hardly worth the ten· miles!
boy with an outfit of boots, jeans,
Our prayers were not immedia~ely any truckers who might pick up two ·nothing.
alone. It was just us and the highway
hat and vest. We . were perplexed
e,t 9 a~m., the Saturday following answered, fortunately, for we hitchhikers. W.hen they had. no luck · It seemed, from our slightly tipsy
first semester exams. We were just brought a little bit of excitement into jwe knew that we were out of luck conversation, that this was the way though, as to how his black poodle
Greg and Rick filled their lives: dar- with pink toenails fit into his macho
'
beginning our ISOO mile trek to San- a young high school si.rl's life. Jean- :too.
image. Bob was· a good ride, deliverta Fe, New Mexico~ Our plans in- nie (we learned her name before we • However our streak of bad luck ing, spur of the moment activities,
ing us into New Mexico at·Aibuquercluded rest, relaxation, and skiing; disembarked) was on her way to her ended when two soldierS drove in. such as mountaineering, picking up
our method was the thumb. We were weekend job when she saw us stan- They were returning to their base two strange hitchhikers and driving que and after a 60 mile jaunt in a
Mercedes, we arrived in "The City
hitchiking with high hopes ofadven- ding there, out thumbs .extended. about 60 miles down the road and to Oklahoma City, fueled by PepperDifferent," Santa Fe. It h8d been
mint Schnapps. For. that moment,
She told us that she had never done were glad to help us out.
ture.
We reached another truck stop, we shared in common a heightened two and a half days a~ seventeen
Few people indeed '"thumb" cross- · anything as darins as our trek, and
rides since we began, but . we felt
country in the middle ofwinter, and she had never really travelled very .and by this time the snow was three- awareness of living life to its fullest
good •..
much. Sharing our . own an- to-five inches deep and still cominal and having no fear of the future.
We stayed in Santa Fe about a
This trip was certainly out of the
ticipations with her mad.e us belie~, ":· We spent a frustrating night lookperhaps presumptuously, that we in•. in vain for rides. Exhaustion. ordinary stream of thinp for us, but week·, enjoying plenty of rest, relaxaovercame us in the early hours ofthe we discovered that this type of tion, an~ sijhtseeing. However to
had touched her life.
· We reached Terre Haute, Indiana, m~rning, and we resolved to "run adventure was the way of life for our dismay, we were unable to ski.
Despite all the snow in the east, the
through lonaer rides from establish- w~th the' dog" by grabbing a these two rare individuals. What we
West was experiencing nothing but
ment fagures; an insurance adjuster, Greyhound to .Tulsa, Oklahoma. experienCed as insecurity (and God
.
a safety inspector, etc. Not the When . we . arrived in warmer knows we were scared at times), they cooler temperatures.
The trip was a succeu from our
thrived on. The inspiration of their
typicill freaks one would expect. Our temperatures~· our spirits rose.
·tongeit ride up to this point came
While looking at the road map to lifestyles remains with us even after standpoint. We had · hoped for
adventure and we found it. Both
from Rocky .White, a former boxer, orientate our route to the turnpike, our journey. ·
Grabbing a bite at a truck stop, we hard times from the weather and
Vietnam vet, and Kentucky hillbilly, we were approached by two inwho wai on the road to St. Louis to
·-·· -,.,..s:;=
"mooch" off. of some friends. Rocky
filled us with stories about his color~--=---.ful past. Taking his storiea with a
grain of salt, we sat back listenina to . ·
s
and laughing at tales of his imall
town existence in the hills of Kentucky.
·
only fools do it durina the wont
Arriving in St. Louis after dark,
winter that anyone can remember. we got a lift out of town from a
This fact did not phase ul in the liberated, beer-clrinkina secretary
slightest: we considered ourselves who shared her slightly warm sixpioneers heading west over a route pack with us, gripina about the Carpaved over only once or twice. Any dinals' poor season.· More beereame
adventure could have befaUen us, from Patrick, another veteran oflnand we would have taken it in stride dochina and a swinpr who had
because we were ..psyched" enoush AWOL-ed himself out ofthearmy.
He left us to be picked up by a couto expect anything to happen. Totally dependant upon the soodness of ple who claimed they would take us
others, and we were prepared for the "about a hundred miles dowri the
attacks of that ravaging savage -· road." But that was the shortest 100
miles either .of us, as novices, had
the weather.
Everyone had different ·opinions ever ridden. Short rides won't get a
about our ·trip. Some didn't believe hitchhiker anywhere, espe_pially · in
we were going at all; others said they. the wide-open Midwest. We found
would worry until our safe return. ourselves in Cuba (pronounced koo- dividuals whose helpful intentions chatted with the proprietor, Travis good times from the people comNumerousindividuals swore that we ba), Missouri, at the end of the day- baffled us.. With no other alter- Wagner, a 75 year old Oakie whose bined to make· our "thumbing exnatives, we accepted their offer, stable life in a small town contrasted perience" exciting and worthwhile.
didn't know what we were 'getting long rally.·
Snow began to fall and showed no merely a lift out of town we th.ought, radically with the wander-lust of The trip had been well-planned up to
ourselves into.
. .
·
We took warm clothes; in fact, we likelihood of ietting up. We but. it ended up as a trip to their Greg and Rick: We spent the night in a point, but it was the doubts and inwere wearing so much when we , evacuated the highway for Voss' apartment, where we ·nourished our the adjoining motel because the securities that gave us the adventure
started that each of us looked about Skelly, a small gas station.The peo- ravenous appetites with tuJ:Ja winds blowing over the prairie were we wanted .
. 75 pounds heavier than we were. In ple at the Skelly were classic sandwiches and Rocky Mountain cold and damp:
Upon hearing reports of blizzard
We .woke up refreshed the next conditions in the East, we decided to
addition, we carried overstuffed Midwesterners whose take-it-easy Spring water: Coors Beer. Grabbing
backpacks for those long walks on lifestyle and humorous concern for more beer and a bottle of Pepper- morning, with the expectation of retire our thumbs, swallow. our
our predicament eventually earned mint Schnapps, we loaded into their arriving in Santa Fe by dark. Afte.r a pride, and boarded the bus· to Cinand off expr~:ssway ramps ..
The first ride was only I0 miles our respect. We sat in the office, van for a ride to Oklahoma City. Our ride with two Chicanos trying to deal cinnati.
By.MIKE BROWN
and LARRY VISNIC
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Janning· (190), carries a record of 7 and I ' pin, hopes t~ place in the.
-8-8 -with I pin, and tied his Dayton regionals·a week from Saturday,and
opponent last December _when the has no. qualms about his Dayton op. poneili. . ·
·
two teams met:
Ken , Bowman (158), the filth
Schulien·s· record for hisfreshman
match well because, "It was my first year is 3-9_with 2 pins, remembers his freshman to round out the team, has
college competition and that guy was Dayton opponent, "It was_ wierd no wins so far this year, but is in his
huge, in the 400's (pounds)." At 246, because after I beat him l met his very first year _of wrestling.
this heavyweight lost, 15 - 3.
If Carpenter, Owens, and
kids." This I 77 pounder's toughest .
Owens has a record of 8-8 with 4 competitor was last year's ··NCAA
Mogavero can secure wins in their
pins, and-describes his Dayton oppo- Champ, Otto Lisk of u.c., who weight calsses, Xavier. will stand a
nent as being, "Double jointed or dominated the match last month at
better chance to win the overall
something, he's like wrestling a wet ·u.c,
match in their final performance this
wash rag."
M~Grath (I 50), whose record is 9- year.
The four other members of the
team, sophomore Jim Janning, and
freshmen Jim Schulien, Jeff
McGrath, and K_en Bo\f~an would
put Xavier in the lead with victories
in theirindividual classes.

Wrestlers
from page.;4

~~Fiddler"

Replaces Haley

CHEMISTRY M•Jorl -

Angeles drama critics award.
Lou Gossett, Jr., who portrayed
Film roles include "Landlord" and
Fiddler in the "Roots" television
"Travels with My Aunt." Television
series, will- address a student
assembly with questions and . ap'pearances range from "Bonanza"
to "Mod Squad" to "The
answers .at 2:00 p.m., Friday,
Dr.fenders."
February 25 in the University Center
Theatre. He will also keynote a
Black Awareness Week finale dinner
at 7:30p.m.
Gossett's topic is broad; "Roots"
Thousands of Topics
influence on all nationalities tracing
Send for vour up-to-date, 160·
their own histories. He will also deal
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
with the importance of increasing
$1.01) to cover postage and
black institutions in America.
handling.
Both topics are personally releRESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
vant to Gossett. His role in "Roots"
113221DAHOAVE.,# 206
was a profound experience for him.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
As for institutions, he established a
(213) 477·8474
drama school for New York street
Our research papers are sol!f for
gang youths, and-he formed a black
research nu•rn"""5
acting company with federal funds.
· Gossett began his professional acting career at the top with a leading
·role in Broadway's "Take a 9iant.
Step." Other drama credits include
"Raisin in the Sun" and "Murderous
Angels" for which he won the Los

RESEARCH

Pre-Meds.
Financial assistance, $4,300 plus all
tultiori as Graduate Associate, Is
available for study toward MS and
Ph.D. degrees in all areas of
chemistry. Write Graduate Chairman, Dept. of Chemistry, Ohio University, Athens, Oh.io 45701.

llfil·l~ tJ1l
MU&f FIRSf BECOME. FOLLOWERS,
BECOME A LEAt>ER BY
FOLLOWING- JESUS CH~ISi
AS A PRIEST, SISTER OR BROTHER
CONTACT': VOCATION OF'FICE
54-40 MOELLER AVE. • ROOM b77
C./NCINNAT/ 1 0~/0 4-52/1. •631- 8777
TO FIN'P OUT /-lOW. • • .,,. •• • •

Study In
Gu.adalajara, Mexlco.r
The
GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fullv accredited UNIVER·
SITY OF ARIZONA program, will offer
Julv 1-August 12, anthropologv. art,
economics,' bilingual education, folk·
lore, historv, political science, Spanish
language and literature. Tuition and
·fees, $220; .. board and room with
Mexican familv. $280. :Write to
GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL,
1530 Gamma Apartments, Universitv of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

~

Your ch•llenge I• to dl•cover word• of
four leHers In thl• pent•gon. Dl•cover
them bw following the •tr•lgh't llrie• to
•nd from the letter•, forml_ng words ••

wou go. You m•w not UM two_of the ••me
leHer•ln •nw one word.lf wou c•n m•ke.
30 word• or .more, vou've met the ·
ch•llenge.

-~---

Do Something
Por Your Career:

lnvestlpte Learniq.

ToFIJ
With Oar Special
DISCOVIBY
FLIIRI... OaiJ
$10.00!
.

.

~.

If you wanl lo give

.'s""-na-!ll:::- _your career a boost,
Ces
come on out and
PllDT CIITII
get the full story of how you can get
your pilot's license
through our Cessna
Pilot Center Program.
It's Ihe most efficient pilot training system
in the world. While you're with us you .
can actually fly an airplane by taking
our special DISCOVERY FUGHT. When
you have earned your Private Pilot's
license, you're eligible to enter the
$300,000 TakeOff Sweepstakes. See
us for complete deta!ls.
·

3 CREDITS
AVAILABLE TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS

JFK FLIGHT
SERVICES
Lunken Arpt. - Trl State
Complex
4700 Airport Ad.- Clntl., 0

871-1833

When there's a challenge,
quality makes the. difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There's another challenge we'd like to offer you, too.
The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
_
Pabst Blue Ripbon to any other premium beer. You'll .
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the b~st
tasting beer you can get. Since 18~41t always has. ·

PABST. Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
C1977. PABST SREWIHG'COMPANY Milwaukee. Wis. Peoria Heights, Ill. Newark. N J .. Los Angeles. Calif,

Pabst:Georgia~

.
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